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Abstract: This work reports how the process of three-dimensional multiphoton direct laser writing (mpDLW) is affected when there is a small
mismatch in refractive index between the material being patterned and the
medium in which the focusing objective is immersed. Suspended-line
microstructures were fabricated by mpDLW in the cross-linkable epoxide
SU-8 as a function of focus depth and average incident power. It is found
that even a small refractive index contrast of Δn = + 0.08 causes significant
variation in feature width and height throughout the depth of the material. In
particular, both the width and height of features can either increase or
decrease with depth, depending upon how much the average incident laser
power exceeds the threshold for writing. Vectorial diffraction theory is used
to obtain insight into the origin of the effect and how to compensate for it.
We demonstrate that varying the average focused power is a practical means
for controlling the variation in feature size with focal depth.
©2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (350.3390) Laser materials processing; (220.4000) Microstructure fabrication,
(220.1010) Aberrations.
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1. Introduction
Direct laser writing (DLW) by multi-photon excitation (mpDLW) has attracted considerable
interest as an effective single-step technique for fabricating 3D structures with sub-micron
lateral and axial resolution [1,2]. Several investigators have reported that DLW is affected by
refractive index contrast (RIC, see Fig. 1) between the high-NA focusing objective (or
objective immersion oil, n1) and the writing material (n2) because the refractive index
mismatch introduces spherical aberration that distorts the focused irradiance point spread
function (IPSF) and consequently changes the size and shape of photo-patterned features [3–
5]. For example, Wegener et al. investigated the effect of RIC when performing mpDLW in
As2S3 chalcogenide glasses (n2 = 2.5) and found that the aspect ratio (height/width) of the
written features changes greatly with focal depth [4]. Gu et al. studied laser patterning in
lithium niobate (LiNbO3, n2 = 2.2) and concluded that RIC causes the written voids to become
larger and more distorted with increasing focal depth [5]. The effect of RIC on DLW in silica
has also been examined [6], and it was found that secondary maxima in the IPSF can
substantially elongate the photo-damaged regions [3]. To date, most research has focused on
large RIC. Although a few reports discuss how low RIC affects laser induced damage [3,7],
these results cannot be readily applied to mpDLW because it proceeds via a different
mechanism.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the focusing geometry used to study the effect of RIC on multi-photon
direct laser writing (mpDLW). A linearly polarized plane wave is focused by a high numerical
aperture oil-immersion objective lens into a film of SU-8 resin, where a RIC of n2 − n1 = +
0.08 exists between the oil and the resin. The expected focal distance is d, and the focal shift
resulting from RIC is Δf, so the actual focal distance is d + Δf. Note that features in this
illustration are not shown to the same scale.

Several approaches have been proposed to compensate for spherical aberration due to RIC
encountered in confocal microscopy, optical trapping, and DLW. Luo et al. compensated for
RIC by adjusting the refractive index of the immersion oil [8]. This method must be optimized
for a single focal depth or to achieve a good compromise in performance over all focal depths
used, but it cannot in general eliminate the effects of RIC at all patterning depths. Another
approach is to alter the tube length of the objective [9]. However, this method does not
provide dynamic compensation when writing at different depths. A more elaborate approach
uses adaptive optics and an active feedback-loop to correct dynamically for spherical
aberration at different depths [10]. Beam-shaping elements have been developed that cause
the focal spot to vary slowly with spherical aberration [11].
A common implementation of mpDLW involves focusing the laser beam through a
coverslip, which can support the photo-active medium above. Yet, the high numerical aperture
(NA) objectives typically used have a short working distance of circa 200 μm or less, so
including the cover slip greatly reduces the maximum focusing depth and therefore height of
microstructures that can be created. Additionally, mpDLW is promoted as a technique for
integrating micro-devices directly onto arbitrary surfaces, including opaque, curved, or
micro-patterned substrates bearing devices created by other means. Examples include several
demonstrations of mpDLW onto silicon substrates [12–14].
Here we report the effect of refractive index mismatch on mpDLW in the case of small
RIC. We consider the situation in which the laser light is focused directly into the
photopolymer, without traversing through a coverslip, as in Fig. 1. The material studied is SU8 [15], a photo-acid cross-linkable resin that has been widely applied for mpDLW [16–25].
SU-8 has a value of n2 = 1.59 at 800 nm (see below), which is quite close to that of the
immersion oil (n1 = 1.51) used with the high-NA objective. Suspended-line microstructures
were fabricated by mpDLW in films of SU-8, and the dimensions of the resulting lines were
characterized as a function of the average focused laser power <P>. Even for such small RIC,
the experimental data show that the fabricated line-height can vary by as much as 40%, so the
effect of spherical aberration on mpDLW is significant even for small RIC of n2 − n1 = +
0.08. A vectorial diffraction model [26,27] is applied to calculate the IPSF and to interpret the
observations. In particular, we studied how feature-size changes versus depth as a function of
<P>. From the experimental data and simulation results, we identify the influence of spherical
aberration on the feature size and shape under the condition of small RIC. Finally, we show
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that feature-size variation throughout the depth can be minimized by choosing an optimum
laser power or modulating the laser power as a function of focal depth. This approach does not
eliminate RIC but rather compensates for its effect on feature size in a way that is simple to
implement.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Microstructure fabrication
Microscope slides were cleaned by sonicating for 40 minutes in water heated to 50 °C,
immersing in 1 M aqueous KOH for 30 minutes, rinsing with copious deionized water, then
drying overnight in an oven (100 °C). The photopolymer resin (SU-8 2075, MicroChem) was
spin-coated onto cleaned slides (60 s at 3100 rpm) then baked at 95 °C for 14 hours to remove
virtually all cyclopentanone solvent. Films processed in this way were found to have a
thickness of 40 ± 5 μm by cracking representative samples through the center and measuring
from images obtained in side-view using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TE-SCAN, 10kV accelerating voltage). Separate measurements by the method of Šantić [28] indicate the
films have a refractive index of 1.589 +/‐ 0.007 at a wavelength of 800 nm.
Figure 1 illustrates the focusing geometry used to create the microstructures. The resincoated slides were mounted on a three-axis nanopositioner (Physik Instrumente 563.3CD)
affixed to a microscope (Nikon TE2000-U). Latent photo-acid patterns were generated using
the focused and attenuated output of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent-Mira, 800-nm
center wavelength, 120-fs pulse duration, 76-MHz rep. rate). The laser light was routed
through a shutter and half-wave plate/polarizer combination to adjust the average power
delivered to the sample, <P>. The attenuated beam was expanded spatially using a telescope
and directed onto the back aperture of a 60 × /1.4 NA oil-immersion lens (Nikon Type A oil, n
= 1.51 at 800 nm) supported above the resin-coated slide. <P> was obtained by measuring the
optical power that exited the objective lens using a calibrated integrating sphere (Optronic
Labs). The output of the lens was focused through the immersion oil and into the resin film
mounted on the nanopositioner. The interface formed by the immersion oil and the resin, and
also that formed by the resin and the substrate, were located by imaging the back-reflection of
the focused beam using a CCD camera. The focal spot could be buried into the resin to an
expected focal depth, d, by translating the sample toward the objective by the same amount.
RIC between the immersion oil and SU-8 distorts the IPSF and displaces the actual focus by
amount Δf. Translating the sample from the oil/resin interface to the resin/substrate interface
gave a value for the apparent thickness of the resin. Note that because the apparent thickness
is measured optically, RIC causes it to differ from the actual thickness of the resin film. From
the NA the beam diameter is estimated to be 170 μm (or less) at the oil/resin interface when
the beam is focused to a depth of 35 μm. Surface profilometry measurements show that the
film surface is flat to within 40 nm (λ/20) over 170 μm, and it slopes linearly with no
appreciable curvature. This implies that the resin interface itself introduces negligible
spherical aberration.
Microstructure patterning was achieved by translating the sample with the nanopositioner
as the shutter, attenuator, and nanopositioner were synchronously controlled from a
microcomputer. The sample was moved relative to the focal spot at a speed of 50 μm s−1.
Patterning was begun at the resin/substrate interface and continued layer by layer, moving the
focus away from the substrate. Following exposure, samples were baked to activate crosslinking (65 °C for 1 min, 95 °C for 15 min, then 65 °C for 1 min.), immersed in propylene
glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 20 minutes to remove unexposed resin, rinsed with
PGMEA followed by isopropyl alcohol, then dried in air.
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Fig. 2. (a) Top-view and (b) side-view images of a suspended-line microstructure obtained by
scanning electron microscopy. (c) Side-views of the suspended lines.

2.2. Microstructure characterization
The suspended-line microstructures were characterized using SEM images like those shown in
Fig. 2. After fabrication, metal was sputter-coated (Emitech K550, Pd-Au source) onto the
structures for 60 s at each of three angles (normal to substrate, and tilted at ± 60°). The
microstructures were then imaged from multiple angles normal and parallel to the substrate to
obtain the width and height of the suspended lines. The uncertainty in these values was found
to be dominated by variation between repeated fabrication under the same conditions and is
estimated to be 50 nm and 90 nm at the ± 1σ level for the line-widths and line-heights,
respectively.
The microstructure walls were patterned to a height that exceeded the typical thickness of
the resin film. The wall height observed by SEM provides a reference for where the interface
between the immersion oil and the resin occurred, and the distance from this point to the
substrate was taken as the actual thickness of the resin film. The actual depth of the lines (d +
Δf) was measured as the distance between it and the top of the wall, Fig. 2(c). The lines in a
set between a given pair of walls were all patterned using the same <P> to permit analysis of
how their dimensions vary as a function of focal depth. Comparing suspended lines that lie at
the same depth across these sets permits investigation of how the dimensions change with
<P> at a given focal depth.
2.3. Numerical simulations
To interpret the experimental results, we calculated the transverse and axial IPSF near the
focus of an aberration-free high-NA objective using a vectorial diffraction model that accounts
for focusing through a medium with refractive index mismatch [26,27]. Assuming the
expanded laser beam impinges on the back aperture of the objective lens as a linearly
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polarized plane wave with uniform amplitude A, the electric field and the associated
irradiance distribution within the SU-8 film can be expressed as:



E ( r ,ϕ , z ) = −iA  I1 + cos ( 2ϕ ) I3  ex + sin ( 2ϕ ) I3 e y − 2i cos (ϕ ) I 2 ez , (1)

{

}

2

{ }

I ( r , ϕ , z ) = E ( r , ϕ , z ) = I1 + I 2 + 4 I3 cos 2 (ϕ ) + 2 Re I1 I3* cos ( 2ϕ ) . (2)
2

2

2

The radial and axial coordinates are represented by r and z, respectively. The azimuthal
angle φ is defined with respect to the direction of the incident linearly polarized optical field,
and
α

(

)

I1 ( r , z ) =  cos θ1 sin θ1 τ s + τ p cos θ 2 J 0 ( k0 rn1 sin θ1 ) exp ( iφ + ik0 zn2 cos θ 2 ) dθ1 , (3a)
0

I2 ( r, z ) =

α



cos θ1 sin θ1 (τ s sin θ 2 ) J 0 ( k0 rn1 sin θ1 ) exp ( iφ + ik0 zn2 cos θ 2 ) dθ1 ,

(3b)

0

I3 ( r , z ) =

α



(

)

cos θ1 sin θ1 τ s − τ p cos θ 2 J 0 ( k0 rn1 sin θ1 ) exp ( iφ + ik0 zn2 cos θ 2 ) dθ1 . (3c)

0

In Eq. (3), k0 = 2π/λ is the wave number in vacuum. The maximum half-angle of the light
convergence cone is α, so NA = n1sinα. θ1 and θ2 are angles at which rays propagate in the
immersion oil and the resin, respectively, as determined using Snell’s law. The Fresnel
transmission coefficients for s- and p-polarizations are τs and τp, respectively. The RIC
between the immersion oil and the resin introduces spherical aberration quantified by

φ = − k0 d ( n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ 2 ) .

(4)
In this work, the focused irradiance distribution is discussed in terms of a normalized IPSF
given by
IPSF (r , ϕ , z ) = I (r , ϕ , z ) / I 0 .

(5)

I0 is the peak irradiance of the focused beam when there is no RIC. In the presence of RIC, I0
= I(0, 0, 0) at d = 0, because the PSF is undistorted when it is focused precisely at the interface
formed by the immersion oil and the resin film. To maintain consistency with the
experimental conditions, all calculations were performed using λ = 800 nm, n1 = 1.51, n2 =
1.59, and NA = 1.4.
3. Results and discussion
The measured variation of line-width and height as a function of actual writing depth is
shown in Fig. 3. For any given focal depth, both line-width and height increase as a function
of <P>; however, the rate of increase is neither constant, nor is it the same for all depths.
Additionally, the line-height appears to be more sensitive than line-width to changes in <P>
and focal depth. The variation in line-width and height versus <P> is more significant at
greater focal depth, particularly for depths greater than 25 μm. If we concentrate now on how
line dimensions change with focal depth alone, we observe that both line-width and height
decrease at low power. For example, at <P> = 1.53 mW, the line-height decreases by 40%
when the focal depth is increased from 4.9 μm to 35.3 μm. Investigators using mpDLW
typically fabricate using low laser power, just above the polymerization threshold, to create
the smallest possible features. But the results in Fig. 3 show that near threshold, the voxel size
changes significantly with focal depth, even for small RIC, so this effect should be taken into
account when creating 3D structures having significant height above the supporting surface.
At high <P> the line dimensions actually increase with focal depth, and this change is most
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apparent with line-height. For example, at <P> = 3.77 mW the line-height increases by 9%
when the focal depth is increased from 4.9 μm to 16.1 μm. For intermediate power, the overall
variation in line-width is less dramatic, but interestingly the line-height initially increases with
focal depth and then begins to decrease again.
Compared to the ascending scan method [29], the suspended-line approach used here
offers two advantages for investigating the dimensions of written features. First, in the
ascending-scan method it is difficult to observe small features, with width on the order of 200
nm or below, as these are least likely to survive the post-exposure processing. Features of this
size are more readily observed using the suspended-line approach because the robust walls
anchor the finer suspended lines. Second, in order to explore the effect of RIC, it is necessary
to explore how feature-size changes versus focal depth within the medium. The ascendingscan method can only provide this information if it is performed as a function of resin-film
thickness. This approach would be more labor intensive and has not yet been attempted, to the
best of our knowledge.
Now let us consider the data in Fig. 4, which show how the writing beam is predicted to
change with focal depth. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate changes in the axial and transverse
IPSF. From Fig. 4(a), one can see that the axial IPSF becomes asymmetric, the main lobe
broadens, the peak irradiance decreases and shifts toward + z, and the side lobes at + z become
larger. These changes are the result of spherical aberration generated because n2 > n1 [26,27],
and its effect becomes more pronounced as the focal depth increases. The amount by which
the main lobe shifts to + z is the focal shift Δf. Figure 4(c) gives the calculated focal shift as a
function of the expected focal depth d. The green-filled squares are experimentally determined
Δf obtained from SEM images of the suspended-line micro-structures. The experimental and
calculated values of Δf agree within experimental error, and both follow a pseudo-linear
increase to + z with increasing d. This is consistent with what can be predicted using a simpler
model based on ray tracing [7]. Figure 4(b) shows the transverse IPSF at that value of z for
which the main lobe peaks at the specified focal depth. The transverse IPSF also decreases in
intensity with focal depth, but the width increases only slightly. Figures 4(d) and 4(e) present
the axial and transverse full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the central lobe in the IPSF.
As the focal depth increases from 0 μm to 30 μm, the axial FWHM increases as much as 60%,
whereas the transverse FWHM increases by only 15%. Finally, as shown in Fig. 4(f), the peak
irradiance decreases to less than 40% of I0 at a writing depth of 30 μm.
To interpret the experimental results, we examine how the feature size is predicted to
change with focal depth using the simulated IPSFs. It is assumed that at all points in the
sample where the local irradiance I(r, φ, z) exceeds a polymerization threshold Ith, the photoactivated chemistry proceeds sufficiently to form a cross-linked volume that survives the
solvent development step and remains intact. This approach neglects the effects of chemical
diffusion and shrinkage. Under these assumptions, the suspended lines have width and height
that can be estimated from the boundaries of the region around the focal spot that satisfies the
criterion
IPSF (r , ϕ , z ) > I th / I 0 .

(6)
Ith is the threshold irradiance determined by the material properties and the processing
conditions. I0 is proportional to <P>, whereas Ith remains constant, so the ratio Ith/I0 decreases
with increasing laser power. Equation (5) is used to calculate IPSF, and then the width and
height of suspended lines are estimated based on the boundaries of the region where IPSF >
Ith/I0.
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Fig. 3. (a) Width and (b) height of suspended lines created by mpDLW in SU-8 as a function of
the average focused power <P> and actual focal depth (d + Δf). These data were obtained from
SEM images of suspended-line microstructures like that in Fig. 2.

The size of the axial IPSF that exceeds the threshold is calculated and plotted in Fig. 5 for
three ratios of Ith/I0. Two primary changes in the axial IPSF with focal depth (see Fig. 4(a))
have opposite effect on the size of polymerized features. The drop in peak irradiance tends to
decrease the line-height, whereas broadening in the central lobe tends to increase the lineheight. The relative influence of these two effects changes with laser power. From Fig. 5 we
see that at low laser power, where Ith/I0 = 0.4, the drop in peak irradiance dominates, with the
result that overall the line-height decreases with focal depth. At high laser power, such that
Ith/I0 = 0.2, broadening of the central lobe dominates, and the line-height increases with focal
depth. At intermediate laser power (Ith/I0 ≈0.3), the two effects counterbalance each other, so
the line-height remains roughly constant with focal depth. These trends are consistent with the
experimentally observed variation in line-height discussed above and shown in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 4. Numerical simulations of the IPSF versus expected focal depth d when n1 = 1.51 and n2
= 1.59. (a) Axial and (b) transverse IPSF for three depths. (b) Simulated values (blue trace)
and experimental values (green-filled squares) of the focal shift Δf versus d. (d) Axial FWHM,
(e) transverse FWHM, and (f) normalized peak irradiance versus d.

The effect of refractive index mismatch on multi-photon DLW is quite different from that
reported for DLW in glasses [3,7]. In this case, the laser power is well above the damage
threshold of the material, typically by a factor of ten or more. As a result, axial broadening of
the IPSF with focal depth dominates, whereas the decrease in peak-irradiance is less
significant, so overall features created by photo-damage simply lengthen with focal depth.
Additionally, when <P> is high enough, even axial or transverse side lobes in the IPSF can
exceed the damage threshold contributing to the elongation and distortion of the written
features [7]. In contrast, <P> is chosen in mpDLW to be between the polymerization
threshold and damage threshold, so side lobes are typically well below the threshold. Even in
extreme situations where a side lobe exceeds the threshold, the cross-link density in these
regions is likely too weak to survive development. Overall, when mpDLW is performed in a
medium with small RIC, both the decrease in peak irradiance and the broadening of the IPSF
with focal depth affect the feature size because <P> is specifically set near the polymerization
threshold in this technique.
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Fig. 5. Size of region of axial IPSF that is above Ith as a function of depth.

Near the oil/resin interface, the line-width and height increase with laser power at roughly
the same rate, with both nearly doubling from <P> = 1.53 mW to 4.74 mW. As a result, the
aspect ratio varies between extremes of 2.48 and 2.63, which is essentially constant within the
experimental uncertainty for this ratio ( ± 0.14). In contrast, at d = 35 μm, the line-height
nearly quadruples over the range of powers explored, whereas the line-height increases by just
under a factor of three. So at this depth, the aspect ratio changes with power by an
experimentally significant amount, increasing from 2.37 (at 1.53 mW) to 2.92 (at 4.74 mW).
It is also instructive to consider how the aspect ratio varies with focal depth at fixed laser
power, as this is the more common experimental situation. At the lowest power used, the
aspect ratio is 2.50 near the oil/resin interface, decreasing negligibly to 2.37 at d = 35 μm. The
situation is quite different at the highest power used. The aspect ratio is 2.49 near the oil/resin
interface, but it increases to 2.92 when the focal depth is increased to 35 μm. So overall we
find that both line-height and width can vary with focal power and depth, and when they vary
at different rates, this can also change the aspect ratio, depending upon the power and
variation in focal depth.
For many applications it is desirable to fabricate 3D structures by mpDLW using
conditions that yield features with the same dimensions at all focal depths. For example, 3D
photonic crystals will exhibit better band-gap properties if they are fabricated using a constant
feature size because this makes it simpler to achieve uniform fill-factor throughout the lattice
[4]. A variation in feature size compromises the elasticity and thus performance of vertical
nano-wire structures [30]. The simplest way to obtain uniform feature size versus depth is to
choose an average incident laser power <P> at which the drop in peak irradiance is nearly
offset by the broadening of the IPSF. For the experimental conditions described here, Fig. 3
shows that <P> = 2.38 - 3.00 mW yields features that are nearly uniform in size with focal
depth. However, this approach generates unnecessarily large features (height ~1.5 μm), which
limits the resolution of structures that can be created.
We explored how dynamic control of laser power with focal depth can be used to improve
the uniformity of feature size without sacrificing resolution. First, measurements of lineheight (and width) obtained as a function of <P> at a given focal depth d were fit to an
analytic function [16,19,31] that was developed for estimating the size of features generated
by mpDLW using a Gaussian beam. Note that these equations do not by themselves account
for the effect of RIC. However, by repeating the process for data measured at each focal
depth, we obtain a system of equations that together provide an estimate of how the feature
size changes due to RIC as a function of both <P> and d. Next, a targeted feature size is
selected and substituted into each equation to find the value of <P> that yields the targeted
features size as a function of d.
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To illustrate the approach, we produced two suspended-line structures − one generated at
constant <P> = 1.54 mW, and another for which <P> was adjusted with focal depth to
maintain a constant line-height − and we compared the resulting line-heights and widths as
shown in Fig. 6. With constant <P>, the line-height is initially 0.95 μm, but it varies with
focal depth, increasing up to 0.99 μm and dropping as low as 0.64 μm. Using the procedure
described above, we found that <P> should be varied with d as per the inset in Fig. 6 to
maintain a line-height of 0.95 μm at all focal depths. From the suspended-line structure
generated using modulated <P>, we found that the line-height varies only between 0.90 μm
and 1.0 μm, and the variation in line-width is smaller as well. Thus, this simple approach
provides a means to achieve more uniform fabrication in the presence RIC without the need
for additional optical elements or active-control devices, and the method is cost effective and
simple to implement.

Fig. 6. Measurements of (left) suspended-line width and (right) height as a function of focal
depth. Red squares indicate the dimensions of lines fabricated at a constant laser power of 1.54
mW. The black circles represent the dimensions of lines fabricated when the laser power was
adjusted as a function of focal depth, as per the inset.

4. Conclusion
This work shows that even a small refractive index mismatch of Δn = + 0.08 can cause a
significant variation in the size of features generated by mpDLW using a photo-polymerizable
resin. In particular, when the average incident laser power is low and close to the
polymerization threshold, the feature height can decrease by as much as 40%. This
phenomenon is distinct from the effect of RIC observed in fabrication based on laser-induced
damage because the influence of axial side lobes is typically negligible in mpDLW.
Additionally, in mpDLW the effects of axial focal spot broadening and decreased peak
irradiance oppose one another, such that under low power the feature size tends to decrease
with focal depth, whereas at high laser power the feature size actually increases. A vectorial
diffraction model was used to interpret these results. It was shown that these observations can
be understood by considering how RIC-induced spherical aberration causes the IPSF to
change with focal depth relative to a fixed material-dependent polymerization threshold. Last,
we have described and demonstrated a simple approach for controlling the variation in feature
size that involves modulating the average focused laser power as a function of focal depth.
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